Establish Good Study Habits
Start the School Year Strong!
By Jackie Insinger
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How do you feel after reading these words?
My guess is that your nice, relaxed reading
moment has been replaced by some level of
anxiety, discomfort, dread or possibly even a bit
of panic about the school year to come.
It’s no wonder. A 2007 study by MetLife
found that 45 percent of students in grades three
through 12 spent more than one hour per night
doing homework. As parents, we are often beside
them trying to help along the way.
My point is not to evoke a sense of fear
surrounding the start of the school year,
but rather to give you and your student the
confidence to tackle the workload in efficient,
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productive and less stressful ways. Here are some
proven, research-backed strategies to help win the
homework battle.
FIND YOUR CHILD’S STRENGTHS
In 1983, Dr. Howard Gardner, a psychologist
and professor of neuroscience from Harvard
University, developed the Multiple Intelligences
Theory (MI). According to his theory,
humans have different intelligences or ways
of interacting with the world – Linguistic,
Logical/Mathematical, Musical, Bodily, Spatial,
Naturalist, Intrapersonal and Interpersonal.
Because each person has a unique combination
of the different intelligences, we will all have a
unique way of learning.
In my daily work with students, I see over
and over again how different learning strengths
can directly impact how children acquire, retain

and recall new information. So, my first piece of
advice is to tune in to how your child learns and
what kind of “smart” he or she is.
Take a vocabulary lesson, for example.
To most effectively learn a new word and its
definition, some kids might have to write it
out, some read it out, some act it out, some
sing it out and some talk it out with someone
else. Finding out which action helps your child
most can help you capitalize on his or her
strongest “smart” and make learning much more
interesting and successful.
LET THEM TEACH YOU
According to extensive memory research,
students will remember only 5 percent of a lecture
24 hours later. However, they will remember 90
percent of the information 24 hours later if they
teach it to someone else or use it immediately.

Whether you set up study groups or let your children teach you
what they've learned, having them use this information in their own
way can have a profound impact on their retention.
MIX IT UP
Hundreds of studies have shown that mixing up the information
you're studying can provide a much stronger and longer-lasting
understanding of the material. This “Distributed Practice” works
by not allowing our brains to become accustomed to one type of
problem, so the answers don't become automated.
For example, if your child is working on a bunch of
multiplication problems, the brain learns that each one will require
the same skill set, so it doesn't have to work too hard after the
first few. If, however, there is a mix of multiplication, division and
addition, the brain will have to pause and decide which approach
and strategy is best to solve the problem. Staying engaged and “on
your toes” is the best way to learn and retain information.
START WITH THE MOST DIFFICULT
Although many of us like to put off the most dreaded or difficult
tasks until the last possible minute, research has shown that that's
not the most effective way to learn.
According to the “Serial Position Effect,” individuals will
remember the first and last things most vividly, and the parts in the
middle will stick the least. So, what is the best way to study? Tackle
the most difficult information first, and then review it again at the
end. Fit the easier or more familiar materials in the middle. This
way, the difficult won't seem so difficult any more.
We’ve been told that picking a quiet, personal space for your
child to do his homework every day is the best way for him to get
into the “learning zone” and complete his work. However, new
research has shown that just the opposite is true.
Studying the same information in different locations offers an
opportunity for our brains to form more neural connections for that
particular material. In layman's terms, change it up! Encourage kids
to read a chapter in their room, take notes in their own words in the
dining room and then review it in the kitchen.
EMPHASIZE SLEEP
I'm not just talking about the importance of sleep for feeling “on”
and refreshed, I'm referring to research that shows that during sleep
our brain builds and strengthens new memories. This is big.
There are two roles that sleep plays in learning. First, a sleepdeprived or overtired child (or adult for that matter) cannot focus
at the peak, and therefore learning is not optimal. So, make sure
children get enough zzz's to function and perform to the best of
their ability. Second, studies show that memory actually “sets”
during sleep. Many experts suggest reviewing the most important
information right before going to bed (but not in bed) so that the
brain works on strengthening that memory while you sleep.
There's no need for trial and error when you have world
renowned cognitive psychologists and top universities doing
the research on study skills for you! Try the six strategies
above and watch how your child can maximize study time and
minimize stress.
Jackie Insinger is a parenting expert with a background in
developmental psychology, cognition and education. She is the founder
of Insinger Insights.

Don't use that
tone with me!

Be good

Don't make
me Come Up
there!

Life isn't fair

Beds are NOT
made for jumping

Pick up your
feet when
you walk

No, you can’t
have cupcakes
for breakfast!

I don't care
who started it,
I said stop!

Did you flush?

Close the door! You
don't live in a barn

You just ate
an hour ago!

Clean up
after
yourself!

Put that down!
You don't know
where it's been!

Am I
talking to a
brick wall?

You can't start
the day on an
empty stomach

Go ask
your father

Ever feel like you’re not
being heard? We’ll listen.
We would love to hear more about YOU
and your thoughts on how we can help
make our products even better!
Please log onto our online survey at
ColoradoParent.com/content/reader-survey.html
We promise it will take just a few minutes and you will be
automatically entered to win a $100 Visa Gift card and
other exciting prizes such as free tickets to local events!
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